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EXPANSION OF TH8 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
CAPABILITIES OF ELLPACK
John R. Rice





The ELLPACK system is embedded in a system
for the performance evaluation of PDE software.
The implementation of the present system is
tailored to linear, two dimensional problems on
rectangular domains. In this note we outline how
this system is to be expanded to enlarge the class
of problems for which performance evaluations can
be carried out.
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EXPANSION OF THE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION CAPABILITIES
OF ELLPACK
John R. Rice
1. SYNOPSIS 0F THE PRESENT SYSTEM
The pre::ent system has the
[Boisvert et al, 1979]. following components
A. PDE Populatio~' A collection of 60+ linear, second
order, parilm~terized partial differential equations on
rectangular domains. Most have known exact solutions
and the rest have highly accurate numerical solutions.
This population is in a large file organized by
Problem Number--case
so that 17-3 refers ~o problem 17 with the 3rd set of
parAmeters. Each "'E problem is encoded as a partial
ELLP!-C~: program (the ~rid. solution method, etc. is not
preS8L t).
B. Problem ~olving Module Files: The ELLPACK modules are
numbered ;u that a solution method can be described
cryptically. Thus 3/11/22 means "use discretization
module #3, i~dexing module #11 and solution module
#22". These '[ :'e also output files and option "mOdules"
for insertion tnto p~ograms. but they are rarely used.
C. GENPROGRAM: A Fortran prog~ 1£ synthesize ELLPACKProf:--:"~: This program takes component input such as
17 - 6//7 , 7/3/1 1/22///
and cre ...,t;'·s the ELLPA~~K program that
uses prob~~' 17-6
with defauL~ nptions
on a grid 7 fly 7
with modules 113. #11, #22
with default output and no comments.
GENPROGRAM automatically includes code
standard performance measurements and





D. Data Base: The performance measureme~ts are entered
into -a-data base for future reference. This data base
presently has the results from about 10,000 numerical
solutIons of elliptic problems (linear on two dimen-
sional rectangles).
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E. Da!~ Analysis Pr~grams: A set of programs to retrieve
Olle or many results from the data base to (a) print out
the data, (D) make One of several kinds of plots of the
data or (c) apply some non-parametric statistical tests
to the set of results.
2. OBJECTIVES OF AN EXPANDED SYSTEM
An expanded system is needed which
(a) allows other populations of elliptic problems to be
used
(b) provides an easy mechanism to test the ELLPACK system
itself
(c) ~ses as much of the existing system and framework as
possible.
Objective (a) has an obvious motivation; it has been a long
term objective of the ELLPACK project to carry out perfor-
mance evaluations of PDE software on a wide variety of
~lliptic prOblems. Objective (b) arises from the fact that
the new E1LPACK system is much more flexible than the previ-
ous one so that much more complex ~LLPACK programs are pos-
sible. All the programs created by the eXisting system are
of one simple structure and thus serve only to test the
ELLPACK modules and not the ELLPACK system itself. Objec-
tive (c) is R natural one; implicit in its statement is the
fact that some things must be changed.
An expanded syste~ must provide for, at least, the fol-
lOWing classes of problems (the number ranges are for prob-
lem identification)
100-199, linear, two dimensional, non-rectangulardomains
200-299' linear, three dimensional, rectangulardomains
300-399' linear, three dimensional, non-rectangulardomains
400-499_: nonlinear problems
500-599: simultaneous equations
600-699: initial value problems
700-799: mutant problems
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Mutant refers t,) problems ahere substantial Fortran code
must be used to "mutate" ELLPACK to handle it; for example
in imposing con1itions along an interior interface.
The first question is: ~~ the data ~ allow for
~ ~ variety of problems? The data essentially provides
for grid, error ~nd timing information for each PDE solu-
tion. That seems sufficient for this broader class of prob-
lems even though there is other information that would be
useful sometimes (e.g. "time" step for initial v~lue prob-
lems or further de"~iled breakdown of timing and errors for
simultaneous equatinns). Plans for systematic, large scale
evaluations of the r~re complex problems are so nebulous at
this time that th·lr~ seems little point in discarding the
existing data base fa lity ~ow. This decision means that





TEMPLATE FOR A PROt
NUST CHANGE DEFAULT
*ENDCOM
*OPTION ~ CTIIR '"
UOPTION (GS "B
UOPTION (1"0',0 =
UIF (CASE 0 ,)
USET




INI'l' 'SET U BY BICUBICS'
ITER ;)
DIS' TERMITE COLLOCATION'
SOL' = IND GE'
DIS2 = I i!P.RMITE COLLOCATION'
SOL2 = ' B.'\ ;j 1) GE'
UEND SET
UIND IF
UIF (CASR = 2)
USET
-, X = 2'
~ : = 2'
IN r'r = 'SET (U=CUESSU) ,
ITJ<.;-t 8
DIS1 - 'HODIE HELMHOLTZ'
SO:" 1 'BAND GE'
DIS2 'S-POINT :')TAR'
SOL1 ' LIN PACK BAND'
UEND SET
.#END IF











handle this variety of problems is equivalent to a complete
rewrite. Thus we will continue to use GENPROGRAM on the
existing cl~ss of problems Bnd Use a different approach for
the more complex p~oblems. The new approach uses the TOOL-
PACK template processor [Rice Bnd Ward, 1982] and is
described in more detail in the next section. GENPROGRAM
will also be used for the linear, three dimensional, rec-
tangular domain problems.
Recall that GENPROGRAM not only creates an ELLPACK pro-
gram but also automatically provides the code to measure
performance. For the simple problems of the present PDE
population, this is accomplished by a standard subroutine.
This simple approach is not feasible for more complex prob-
lems and special code has to be developed for each class of
problems which is then inserted in each ELLPACK program ofthe class.
3. ELLPACK TEMPLATES FOR MORE COMPLEX ELLIPTIC PROBLEMS
The new apprOach for more complex problems is to iden-
tify the parameters in each problem and then set them to
template variables at the top. Thus reading the top of the
template clearly identifies these parameters and their
values for each parameter set. See Figure 1 for an example
template heading and Figure 2 for the essence of the
corresponding ELLPACK program. Note that parRmeters can be
numbers Or arbitrary character strings (such as module
names). This approach gives the fleX:ibility that is needed
to accommodate the variety of program structures that appearin complex programs.
One of the strengths of the
large number of PDE problems
input. The format such as
current system is




will remain except that the only "fixed-value" parameters
are the first two sets (problem ID and grid size: e.g. 17-6
and 5,5). The other numerical values that appear are inter-
preted On a template by template basis. Thus 8 might be the
number of iterations for one template and the domain indexin another.
One may interpret
17-6//5,5/8/11/-12.5/ / /
as being transformed into one of the following temp13te com-mand s.
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#SET #SET
NX = . 5 . NX = '5 .
NY = '5 ' NY = '5 'ITER = '8 ' DO'IA IN = '8'
EGRID = • 1 1 I A = • 1 1 I
TOL = , -12.5' B '1 2.5 '=
PAR3 = ' , PAR3 = ' ,
PAR4 = ' , PAR4 = .,#END SET #END SET
The 17-6 information is used to select the template and then
these variables would be set before the specific variables























DO 100 I '" 1, @ITER
KEQN = 1
@DISl
TIMEl '" TIME1 + ROTTKE
@SOL1




TIME1 = TIME1 + ROTIME
@SOL2
TIME3 = TIME3 + ~OTIME
CALL SAVE (UNKNV)
100 CONTINUE
Figure 2. The essentials of the ELLPACK program template to
solve two equations. Statements to accumulate timing
information use the ELLPACK internRl variable ROTTME.
Figure 3 shows how a set of non-rectangular dom~ins can
be incorporated into an ELLPACK template. Once L is aet,
the calIon SETRNG sets the ranges of the parameter for each
of the pieces. This mechanism relies on the fact that the
ELLPACK dom~in processor will termin~te as soon as the
specified boundary closes. Thus no complaint is made when 5
boundary pieces are specified and only 2 used. The ELLPACK
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project already has a large set of parameterized domains to
be incorporated into a PDE population for elliptic problems
on non-rectangular domains [Rice,1982]. A few of these are
too complex to be reasonable as domains for elliptic prob-





X XCOORD ('r , 1 ) Y YCOORD (T, 1 ) FOR T • A(1 ) TO B(1 )X " XCOORD (T. 2) Y
" YCOORD (T, 2) FOR T A(2) TO B(2)X
" XCOORD (T, 3) y reOORD ('r , 3 ) FOR T A(3) TO B( 3 )X • XCOORD (T, 4) Y
" YeOORD (T, 4) FOR T • A(4) TO B(4)X • XCOORD (T, S) Y YCOORD ('r,S) FOR T • A(S ) TO B(5 )FORTRAN.
- @D01l1AIN" .
CALL SETRNG (A. B)
PARAM1 • @PARAMl
PARAM2 = @PARAM2
Figure 3. ELDPACK template to access a parameterized set of
Qomains with 1 to 5 boundary pieces. The template
variable @DOMAIN is set at the top of the template just
as NX or ITER are set in Figure 1. PARMi1 and PARAM2
are parameters that change the domain.
4. ELLPACK SYSTEM TEST MODE
--
When testing the correct execution of the ELLPACK sys-
tem, one needs a set of programs that exercises the facili-
ti9s in ffiRny ways. These programs need not involve substan-
tial computations, that is the griq, number of ite~ations.
etc. can be quite small. The whole population will have a
"test" mode to facilitate testing the ELLPACK system. Fo~
each problem, a pa~ticular easy set of input will be identi-
fied and this set will be used automatically in the "test"
mode. The co~rect values of 1 1 , 1 and 12 norms (call themETRUE(1), r"'1,2,3) of the error g~ll be made available for
this input and the computed results (call them E(l).









large~ than .01. 1'1
failed. Othe~wige, mes3age isno output






in Section 2. A problem
17- 6/5.5/8/17/36111
is processed by a top level which merely
(a) reads the problem ID (17-6 here)
(b) selects. as appropriate, the template processor in GEN-
PROGRAM
Thp. selected subprogram will complete the creation of the
ELLPACK program.
The data base system will continue unchanged. The
results for each cl~ss of problems will be kept in separate
dat~ bases just to reduce the size of the dat~ bases; it is
unlikely that there will be much interaction between them.
A test mode of operation will be installed in the sys-
tem where the correct results for short computations will be
comp~red automatically with actual results to test the sys-
tem.
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